
 
 

 

           

Ways & Means Committee Minutes 
 

Honorable Council 
City of Newark, Ohio 
April 3, 2014 
 
The Ways and Means Committee met Monday, March 31, 2014 in Council Chambers following 
the Economic Development Committee, with these members in attendance: 
 
Ryan Bubb, Chair  Doug Marmie 
Jeremy Blake 
 
We wish to report: 

 
Mr. Bubb- the purpose of tonight’s discussion is for our City Engineer Brian Morehead to 
discuss paving conditions for the upcoming year in the City of Newark and potentially 
future years. There is no legislation in front of us this evening, it is merely just discussion. 
 
There was a Power Point presentation to go along with his discussion.   
  
Brian Morehead- I am here before you tonight to present some of the information that 
we gathered a couple of years ago actually with a pavement management system 
analysis. The results from that are still applicable today. Then I also want to present to you 
where we have been in the last 20 years funding and mileage wise just to show you how 
that matches up with what the pavement analysis told us. The goal of a pavement 
management system is to give a reasonable accurate model of the roadway system then 
identify strategies to maintain the system to the level that we decide upon.  
So the first part of this was to collect the data on the existing streets. The things that you 
would look at are the pavement distresses (surface condition), pavement 
roughness/smoothness; those conditions would generally calculate what the overall 
pavement quality would be. The Surface Distress Index is what we would come up with 
based on the amount of stresses on the street such as patching, rippling, pot holes, cracks 
etc… They drove around in a van on all the streets in the city looking for all these types of 
distresses. They had several cameras and measuring devices on it then cataloged them in 
a large database.  
The pavement that you put down starts out at excellent of course then after about 40% of 
its’ life it starts deteriorating. Then when you get further out the percentage of its’ life 
starts dropping quickly. The idea is to try to keep pavement from getting in the condition 
where they are dropping on that drastic fall.  All of the scanning that we did and the 
calculation went into what is known as a (PCI) Pavement Condition Index. So when we 



look at Newark specifically 77.51% of the streets are ACP, asphalt, concrete and 
pavement. Another .67% of the streets are actually concrete. Basically 78% of the streets 
in Newark are residential in nature and 77.1 of them are asphalt. A large percentage of 
our streets are in a 40-50 range. Basically when you average everything out Newark sits 
on about a 60 on a PCI index. That is pretty much average of what they saw in other 
communities. There is also a high percentage that is below that 60 range that start 
trending down towards the bottom. They found that we have several streets about 14% 
that are in the poor to very poor range, they are past the point of doing any simple 
resurfacing or crack sealing or micro surfacing, they are what’s known as a reconstruction 
back log.  To maintain our system at 59.5 PCI than IMS tells us that we should be 
budgeting 2-2.2 million a year. If we want to raise it to 65 than we would be looking at 
budgeting 3 million a year in order to do that. These numbers don’t include inflation, ADA 
compliance with installing curb ramps and it doesn’t include any concrete repairs to curbs 
or other miscellaneous repairs. It also doesn’t include any growth that we may incur.  
 
He then discussed the license plate permissive tax increases and that they basically 
covered the raise in the cost of asphalt, the cost to pave a mile of road being different 
based on whether it is a resident street, collector or arterial and then the funding sources 
that the city has and has used over the last 20 years. 
 
Mr. Marmie- I have noticed that the State of Ohio is being really proactive in clearing 
trees to make sure that there isn’t any shade on the roads because that deteriorates 
asphalt at a more rapid pace. We have legislation on our books that states no tree should 
be over our streets. Are there any plans to be more proactive on that? I am assuming that 
the State of Ohio has figured out that it is it costing them less to do that because they are 
chopping a lot of trees down.   
Brian Morehead- when trees are cleared out they are good for probably 30 years or so. 
We don’t have such a plan. To institute something like that takes money. We send out 
letter to property owners asking them to trim the trees. Our Traffic Control employees 
will go out on an as needed basis when stuff needs trimmed around stop signs or a traffic 
light but a wide spread thing like you are talking about would definitely have to be 
contracted out.     
Mr. Blake- Brian just a clarification on your chart, on your local funds, I understand CI is 
capital improvements, SGT is State Gas Tax, LPPT is license plate permissive tax but what 
is TI? 
Brian Morehead- I don’t have a TI fund it must have gotten in there by mistake. One other 
thing that I didn’t mention on there is match. On these ODOT projects we have a match. 
Sometimes the match is as little as 20% but sometimes as high as 50% it depends upon 
the amount of funding that we received through LCATS. Back in the earlier days it was 
pretty much always 80-20, we would pay 20% and could get Federal funding on the 80% 
side but now with more communities asking for those funds we get what they have in the 
budget that they can give us. I can’t turn down $350,000.00. I have to make use of it 
somewhere. We scale down the project to make it fit. We have to take advantage of the 
Federal funding when we can. To have a match quite often I use our license plate 



permissive tax because that is deposited monthly and I can project and manage how 
much the balance is in that account from a year to year basis. With CDBG and capital 
improvements I don’t have that luxury. Our State Gas Tax is now basically going to the 
operation of the Street and Traffic Control Department.   
Director Mauter- Brian I didn’t see anything on your report about weight control. Is there 
anything that we can do to limit the amount of weight that goes does some of these 
collector and arterial streets to reduce the load on those streets? 
Brian Morehead- they evaluated the structural capacity of those streets most of the 
arterials are built fine, the collectors have issues in places that need to be repaired, the 
residential streets typically there are a lot of those that don’t meet the structural capacity 
so when you put a lot of heavy traffic on some of the older residential streets they are not 
built for that. They didn’t really address any weight restrictions on the streets. I think that 
more of our problem over the years has been the traffic volumes as opposed to the loads. 
Newark has grown quite a bit so we higher volumes. When I first started here about 25 
years ago I can remember taking traffic counts on North 21st St south of Deo Drive we 
were in the 15,000 cars a day range but now we are put to 35,000-40,000. Hopefully we 
will have more to come in the coming weeks.  
 
 
 
Ryan Bubb, Chair               

 
 














































